
Home learning grid for school closure Primary 4           18.5.20 

Grammar and Writing  Number  
Writing  

     Literacy Activity 1: LI: To write poetry in the style 

of Haiku 

Literacy Assignment: Please see Teams/Files/Class 
Materials to find resources to support you. This piece 
of work will be marked and returned to you. 

In line with our new topic of Our Planet you are to 

create four Haiku poems based on the seasons. 

A Haiku poem has 3 lines. The first line has 5 syllables, 

the second line, 7 syllables and the third line has 5 

syllables:  

              The school in lockdown (5) 

             Learning now takes place at home (7) 

            Soon, we will return.   (5) 

 

A syllable is the individual sound in a word. Every 

syllable must have a vowel in it. 

Word = 1 syllable (word) 

Water = 2 syllables (wa-ter) 

Fantastic = 3 syllables (fan-tas-tic) 

 

Literacy Activity 2: Punctuation 
LI: To use accurate punctuation (. , ? !)                       
Steps to success:  
I can add punctuation to ensure sentences make 
sense 
Rewrite and correct these sentences by adding in 
either: commas, question marks, exclamation marks 
or full stops…Careful, some sentences need more than 
one punctuation mark! 
 
1.    Have you seen Toy Story 4 it’s very funny 
2.    I am going to Facetime my friend later 
3.   Oh my gosh what on earth is that 
4.    Can you believe how bright the stars are tonight 
5.   The vowels are A E I O U  
6.   That work is amazing how long did it take to do 

LI: We are learning to use addition and subtraction strategies 
We want to continue to revise addition and subtraction (counting on and counting back) strategies. Please think 

back to maths lessons in class. Recall how we progress from using our fingers to track, using items to add and take 

away, 100 squares and then partitioning bigger numbers into tens and ones and choosing the most efficient 

method that works for us. Remember we also used the concrete materials too! Here are a couple of activities for 

you to work through: 

     Numeracy Activity 1: There will be another Maths Assignment (Number – Addition and Subtraction) to 
complete on Microsoft Teams. Look out for details in Teams on Tuesday – this activity will be marked and returned 
to you.  
 
Numeracy Activity 2: Differentiated Addition and Subtraction Worksheets (Click on Activity hyperlink to take you 

straight to worksheet) 

LI: We are learning to use addition and subtraction strategies to solve number problems 

• Mild Challenge 

Success Criteria: I can add and subtract multiples of 100 - Activity: Mild Worksheet 

• Spicy Challenge 
Success Criteria: I can add and subtract 100s - Activity: Spicy Worksheet 
 

• Hot Challenge 
Success Criteria: I can add and subtract 1s, 10s, 100s and 1000s - Activity: Hot Worksheet 
 
Numeracy Activity 3: Countdown Maths Challenge 
LI: We are learning to use number skills to solve problems 
You must use each of the five numbers ONCE to make the total. You may add, subtract, multiply or divide. Please 
begin with the Mild challenge and work your way through the other challenges. You will need a piece of paper or a 
whiteboard to keep track of how to solve the problems. Good luck! 
 
Countdown Theme Tune – to get you in the mood! 
Mild Challenge – 8, 2, 4, 3, 2 = 20 
Spicy Challenge – 2, 9, 7, 6, 4 = 53 
Hot Challenge – 4, 57, 5, 27, 4 = 40 
 
Numeracy Activity 4: Number of the day 
LI: We are learning to demonstrate our understanding of number skills and strategies 

https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Y3-Autumn-Block-2-WO1-Add-and-subtract-multiples-of-100-2019.pdf
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Y3-Autumn-Block-2-WO8-Add-and-subtract-100s-2019.pdf
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Y4-Autumn-Block-2-WO1-1s-10s-100s-1000s-2019.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e32kaa9TzeE


7.   The sun is shining all the time now when do you think 
we’ll be able to all go outside again 

When do you use punctuation? Can you create a table of 

punctuation marks and ‘when it’s used’ 

 

Punctuation When it’s used 

Full stop .  

Exclamation mark !  

Question mark ?  

Comma ,  
 

Please try to do this a couple of times a week. Do send us examples of your work on Teams in the ‘Share Your 
Learning’ channel. 
Choose a two, three, four or five-digit number that challenges you. Alternatively, you can use this link to help you: 
Number of the Day Interactive Activity 
 
Numeracy Activity 5: Addition and Subtraction Games 
LI: We are learning to use addition and subtraction strategies 
Please see Primary 4 Class Teams for activities: 
(General-Files-Class Materials-Resources-18.08.20-Numeracy Activity 5) 

Reading Spelling Maths 
We know that reading looks a bit different just now 
but we hope you are enjoying the opportunity to read 
or reread some books you might have at home. 
Remember there are also lots of opportunities to 
listen to fantastic books online too, just follow the 
links below. 
 
Literacy Activity 3 
Reading Detective Task: Word Finder 
Choose a recent chapter(s) of a book you’ve been 
reading. What words are there that you don’t 
recognise/don’t know the meaning of? Write down 5 
and find out their definitions. Can you use these 
words in a sentence? 
  
You can search for free audio books at:  
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen  
 
Or you might choose to listen to an author reading 
online: https://www.weareteachers.com/virtual-
authoractivities/  
 
 Get Epic has a digital library of books  
https://www.getepic.com/ 
(month of free access for each class) 
 

Spelling Pattern: are 

Literacy Activity 4 

LI: We are learning to spell words with accuracy and use 

them in context. 

Steps to success: 

I can spell my spelling words with accuracy. 

I understand the meaning of my spelling word. 

I can use my spelling word in a sentence or story. 

 

Hidden words 

Draw a picture of anything you like and try to hide as many 

spelling words as you can in your picture. 

 

Hangman 

Have a game of hangman using your spelling words with 

someone at home. 

 

Code cracker 

Number the letters of the alphabet. Write your spelling 

words using the allocated numbers. Challenge someone in 

your house to crack the code!  

 

Dictionary 

Create a dictionary for your spelling words. Give examples of 

the words by using them in sentences. 

Continue to check over previous weeks’ words and play 

spelling games to help remember the rules! 

Time:  

LI: We are learning about units of time. 

 

Maths Activity 6: 

Please click on the below links to take you straight 

to activities. Worksheets can also be found in 

Teams. 

Warm Up: StoryBots Song 

Mild Challenge: Create a poster which has three 

columns (1. Hours, 2. Minutes, 3. Seconds) and 

clearly display your understanding and knowledge.  

Spicy Challenge: See Teams for worksheet ‘Maths 

Activity 6 Spicy Challenge’ 

HOT Challenge: See Teams for worksheet ‘Maths 

Activity 6 Hot Challenge’ 

(Teams-General-Files-Class Materials-Resources-

18.05.20) 

 

Self-assess the 

worksheet above using 

traffic lighting - pop a 

green, yellow or red 

dot beside the 

questions to show an 

adult how you found 

them! 

 

https://mathsstarters.net/numoftheday/
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen
https://www.weareteachers.com/virtual-authoractivities/
https://www.weareteachers.com/virtual-authoractivities/
https://www.getepic.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEStq1e1Qrc


Something fun! Talking & Listening Religious & Moral Education 

Creative Corner Activities 

Can you make your own weather wheel spinner?  

Have a look at the video link below and see how it’s 

done. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Fk-wJC1Fr0  

Listen to the Weather Forecast! 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSHNkT-V7LY 

 

Listen to the above weather forecast to help you with ideas 

for your Haiku. While you are listening, take a note of any 

key words or phrases you hear which you could use in your 

Haiku. Keep these key words and phrases in a safe place as 

we may need them again to support our learning later on in 

the topic! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Environment Ethics 
How much has lockdown positively affected our 
environment? Fewer planes, less traffic, less take-
away and disposable food. 
 
It would be such a shame if life went back to the 
way it was before lockdown. What changes would 
you make to our lives to help the environment?  
 
Task: Create a top tips poster for how people should 
live life after lockdown help to keep our 
environment healthy.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Fk-wJC1Fr0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSHNkT-V7LY


Health & Wellbeing Art/Music/Dance/Drama Sciences/Technologies 
 
Please continue to select which form of exercise 
is best for you. Each week, we will post new ideas 
to support you at home.  
 
Take part on some Cosmic Kids Yoga Flow 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02E1468Sd
Hg 
 
 
Continue to work out with Joe Wicks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI0v-w 
 
 
Go for a run or jog with a member of your family. 
Try the couch to 5K designed to get your running 
in no time! 
https://www.transfitathens.com/transfitblog/201
5/07/21/kids-get-active-family-couch-to-5k-
program 
 
 
     Wellbeing Wednesday: Every Wednesday we 
will continue to post Mrs Anstruther’s Wellbeing 
task on Teams. Try to complete it if you can. 
Thank you, Mrs Anstruther! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Try to complete one or more of these: 

 
Art – Shading 
Last week we were thinking about the sun’s position in the 
sky and noticing the direction of shadows.  This week, we 
are going to learn how to use shading to make a flat picture 
come to life. 
 
Your task this week: 
It is important to understand light when creating shading 
and shadows. Choose an object from your house to draw 
and take it outside. What do you notice about the type of 
shadow that is being created? Is it long and dark or soft and 
small? Why do you think this is?  

      
Once you have watched the below video on shading with a 

pencil, you are ready to start! Have fun! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

WR-FyUQc6I 

 
Music 
This week we would like to know what your favourite song is 
and why? How does it make you feel? You could recreate a 
music video. Maybe your family might want to join in?    
Drama – Acting 

Choose a passage from a book you’ve read or a scene 
from a film/programme you’ve watched. Can you 
recreate the scene and perform it to the family?…You 
could even get family members to join in as cast 
members!  
For example,  
Book/Film - Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. 
Scene: When Harry is trying wands with Mr Ollivander. 
 

L.I I can identify how some diseases are spread, and 
the importance of good hygiene and vaccination. 
 
Biological Systems – we are all being asked to be 
extra careful about spreading germs at the moment 
(for obvious reasons!). Covering your mouth when 
you cough, sneezing into a tissue and washing our 
hands regularly though is good advice all the time to 
help stop the spread of germs like flu and the 
common cold. So how do bacteria and viruses move 
from person to person and how can you help 
prevent the spread of diseases? Visit the tigtag 
section ‘Reducing the Spread of Disease’ below 
(remember to log in to tigtag via GLOW first). 
https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/mindmap/#/lessons
/CLASS00361/present 
Watch the video clips and try the activities below 
them. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02E1468SdHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02E1468SdHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI0v-w
https://www.transfitathens.com/transfitblog/2015/07/21/kids-get-active-family-couch-to-5k-program
https://www.transfitathens.com/transfitblog/2015/07/21/kids-get-active-family-couch-to-5k-program
https://www.transfitathens.com/transfitblog/2015/07/21/kids-get-active-family-couch-to-5k-program
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WR-FyUQc6I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WR-FyUQc6I
https://sts.platform.rmunify.com/account/signin/glow
https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/mindmap/#/lessons/CLASS00361/present
https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/mindmap/#/lessons/CLASS00361/present


Problem to solve! IDL Theme/Project      Modern Languages 

Strike it Out 

 

This is an addition and subtraction game for two 

players. This PowePoint presentation also 

demonstrates how to play the game. You may like to 

click through it. 

 

Here is a link for further details: 

Strike it Out Activity 

    

LI: To know that tools are used to gather information 

about the weather.  
This week, we are going to focus closely on the weather by 
observing and recording what we see and thinking of ways 
to measure weather. 
A weather station is where weather is recorded by using 

different types of instruments. There are many reasons to 

record the weather, not only in our environment, but across 

the world! Can you think of some reasons? Write them 

down on a scrap piece of paper.  

Please refer to the P4 IDL activity 1 PowerPoint in Teams – 

General – Files – Class Materials- Resources-18.05.20. 

Activity 1 
Create a wind vane to record the direction of the weather. 

What do you notice about the wind conditions in your area? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NnU-RUQLjp0 

OR 

Create a Tower of the Winds to  

Tower of the Winds Activity  
 
Activity 2 
Create a rain gauge to measure how much rainfall there is. 

When do you think is the best time of day to record your 

data? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8n5zIWEBH0 

 

Activity 3 
Record your findings daily using a daily weather diary. You 
can find the worksheet in Teams – Files – Class Resources- 
18.05.20. Remember to write down your prediction for 
tomorrow’s weather! 

Weather L.I I can talk about the weather –  
In Teams (Files menu) there is a Spanish weather 
word-bank. Carry on your weather diary for this 
coming week. Use the phrases: ‘El tiempo hoy es …’ 
which means ‘today it is…’ Use your knowledge of 
days of the week to help 
with your weather diary: 
‘Lunes once de mayo’ 
‘El tiempo hoy es 
soleado’ 
 
Watch the video and can 
you find out what the 
weather is usually like in 
the different seasons. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5zPd2Fy6-M 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvCxwCkTYNc  

 
 
Check out what 
Linguascope has about 
the weather to 
consolidate your 
learning. 
 
https://www.linguascope.com/default.htm 

 

https://nrich.maths.org/content/id/6589/StrikeItOutIntro.ppt
https://nrich.maths.org/6589
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NnU-RUQLjp0
http://www.weatherforschools.me.uk/html/tower_of_winds.html?LMCL=cXV5NG%20%20http://www.weatherforschools.me.uk/docs/ToW_make_one_2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8n5zIWEBH0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5zPd2Fy6-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvCxwCkTYNc
https://www.linguascope.com/assets/newhomepage2019/login.php
https://www.linguascope.com/default.htm

